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Overview
• The changing

motivations for being
a developer.

• Career / Money /
Employment.

• Finding a balance:
Burnout.

• Please ask questions: I
thrive on controversy

Beginning Motivations
• Fascination by new

possibilities of technology

• Different than what

others did and more
powerful.

• How does this work: The

challege of MS-Basic and
CBM computers (1976).

• The computer science
contest.

Money issues
• Scientific contest through one of
the teachers at school.

• Other people figured out what we
could do. They wanted us to do
certain things with it.

• Corporate interests. Customers
wanted things.

• Money needs as a teenager could
now be fulfilled.

• I want more.

Corporate dynamics
• Use and be used
• Pragmatism vs. Idealism
• Different views on what is right
• The three foundations:
• Money / Material needs
• Community / Image issues
• Know how / Fascination

The Developer and Corporations
• Proprietary Software.
• Open Software.
• Conflict.
• Boxed in.
• Necessary evil?
• Pressure to conform.
• Wages and freedom.
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Getting a job
• There is some sort of a corporate need that has to be
addressed.

• Managers have trouble finding the right candidates.
•

Career Services and ads are troublesome since they are often easily manipulated. Its
tedious and work to wade through gazillions of resumes and perform interviews to
sort out good people.

• What is exactly needed is often not clear.
• Easy if someone knowledgeable can clear this up and is
trustworthy to connect to potential candidates.

• The prime way to get jobs is through networking,

reputation, public record of skills. role in a community.

• Open Source provides an excellent environment to

establish a track record and to communicate with potential
employers.
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The “Career”
• The need to continually maintain an
assessment of your “market value”

• Figure out what could advance your career in
interviews and scouting out opportunities.

• Qualifications help. Pick them up on the way
(i.e. academic degrees, certifications to do
this and that) as the opportunity arises.

• Negotiate for a job from a position of
strength.

• Work for the best company for the best
compensation.

• Define your job in the interview process.

What would you do for the company? How
would this work?
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Issues to be aware of
• Compensation is key to freedoms on
the job.

• Unique skills are very desirable. Best
if you can establish that there is no
other choice but you for the job.

• Good communication is essential.
Technical skills are not too useful
without them.

• Define your own job. Master the

corporate environment. Anticipate
the needs of your superiors.

Burnout
• Things get busy over time and since
you are good at certain things you
get to do them over and over again.

• Conflicts: Some issues are coming
up again and again. Very tiring.

• Need to do something else.
• Expand your skills. Lean a new

skill. At mininum one per year.

• Fitness issues: Sitting is deadly and
leads to depression.

Escape to a different life
• Something unrelated to computers.
Not at a desk.

• Can be as drastic as taking a couple
of years off.

• Think back about the curiosity that
got you involved in technology in
the first place. There is more to life
than just tech stuff.

• Enjoy not just thinking but also

doing with the body you got that
also needs to be well maintained.
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Unnerving things
• Hw and software is breaking all the

time. Lots of time wasted on tracking
down issues and fixing them.

• Software requires maintenance.
• Developers mostly focus on their use
cases.

• The flood of emails has no end.

When are we going to be finished
with a certain piece of software.
Ever?
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Coding is addictive
• 48 hr sessions?
• In the “zone”?
• You are not alone if you can

communicate and get help from
others.

• Life is short. It can get shorter if
you give in to additions.
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Cabin fever
• You only interact with others through the
computer.

• Lack of real interpersonal communication.
Humans need cues from facial expression,
touching etc etc.

• Symptoms
• Paranoia: They are all against me
• Tunnel vision.
• Focus on the one issue.
• Not able to see the big picture anymore
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Open Source Projects
• Projects have certain roles in one’s life. They must satisfy a need.
• People have characteristics that typically cause them to take

specific roles in a project. Multiple contributors complement one
another in order for a project to make progress.

• Conflicts usually come about because of different perspectives
and needs from a project.

• These conflicts need to be worked out through communication.
Otherwise a project will break up.

• If those requirements are no longer fulfilled then it is useful to
terminate participation in that project.

Open Source vs. your employer
• Open source contributions need to fulfill in some way or
fashion the needs of your employer.

• Often employers may not see what the benefit is since they are

only focused on the immediate need. It is important to
communicate and clarify why the open source contribution
helps the employer and moves things forward in the company.

• Often open source developers can bring perspectives and
skills to the job that other developers do not have.
Characteristics are different and it may be a challenge to
establish an environment where these skills can be made
fruitful for the company.
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The need for perspective
• Ask yourself what is this all
about?

• Money? Fame? Acceptance by
others?

• Life is short. Do not make it
shorter.

• What is really valuable after all?
• Wisdom of Solomon, written ~
3000 years ago in Ecclesiastes.

Conclusion

• Questions
• Suggestions

